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Abstract
Video Summarization is the technique to generate the compact version of video keeping relevant content intact
and eliminating redundancy that helps the user to browse and navigate through the video more efficiently
and effectively. In this work, a framework has been proposed which makes use of the spatial and temporal
features with self attention from the video sequences to identify the representative content by generating
temporal proposals and supervised learning from the data manually created by humans or users. Existing
Supervised methods don’t deal with the temporal interest and its consistency. However the issue with these
approaches is that for the same contextual segment, frame scores of the video alone cannot be sufficient
enough to represent the semantic content. For that temporal uniformity is also necessary which can be
addressed by predicting the temporal proposals of the video segment on the basis of action recognition task.
These shortcomings have been addressed by this proposed work by treating it as temporal action detection
which predicts importance score and location of the segments simultaneously by developing the anchor
based method which generates anchors of varying lengths to identify interesting proposals. Moreover the
extensive quantitative and qualitative analysis on SumMe and TVSum datasets justify that there is 15% and
5% improvements in F-score respectively compared to previous work with similar environment.
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uploading videos rather than text and images.

1. Introduction
The exponential growth of the video consumption has
brought up the new challenges for browsing and
navigating through video more effectively and
efficiently. Video has become the arguably the
primary source for the data consumption with the
emergence of the data centers and warehouses. Trend
of streaming sites and distribution of the videos have
become the mainstream in the world of the social
media. Though, the consumer might not have enough
time to watch the whole video and has to go through
complete video to extract the information from it. In
those cases, the consumer might just need to get
overview of the video without watching the complete
video which bestows more relevant event occurred in
the video.
The conventional news and media
distribution methods are quickly replaced by video
streaming sites such as YouTube, which are
themselves compelled to accustom the rise of

One of the most fundamental measures in the field of
video summarisation is the main frame video
description. This method provides users with an
accurate and portable representation of original video
content. The basic concept of keyframe extraction
converts the entire video frames to a lessser frames
that represent most of the frames. Video synopsis
greatly decreases details that must be reviewed for the
Video Recovery Framework Based on Content
(CBVRS). The majority of works extract keyframes
after detecting videoshots in the sense of video
summarization.
Even though unsupervised and weakly supervised
methods are good performing they lack learning from
human summaries which are manually created. This
issue is addressed by supervised methods [1],[2].
Supervised Methods comprise summarization of
video based on long short term memory, diverse
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sequential subset selection, attention based encoder
decoder networks. Existing Supervised methods don’t
deal with the temporal interest and its consistency. In
this proposed work these research gaps have been
addressed by adopting a new perspective to video
summarization techniques. Our contributions are:

network for the summarization based on diversity
Representative reward. 4) Adversarial learning based
methods uses the learning from the ground truth
values and then discriminate the input and output
accordingly. Mahasseni et al. [10] formed the network
based on adversarial network i.e. on LSTM networks
in which generated video is compared with the ground
truth in the discriminator to get the summaries video.
Rochan and Wang [11] developed the video
summarization network using unpaired data. Yuan et
al.
[12] takes advantages of cycle consistent
adversarial network to make summaries from
corresponding videos.

• Video summarization process has been treated
as temporal action detection which predicts
importance score and location of the segments
simultaneously by developing the anchor based
method which generates anchors of varying
lengths to identify interesting proposals.
• Demonstrating that self attention mechanism
along with visual features can be better approach
for the video summarization.

2.2 Weakly Supervised Video Summarization
These methods mainly focuses on the additional
information which includes web priors[13],[14],video
categories[15],[16], Video titles[17]. Khosla et al.
[14] takes advantage of the web prior images for
summarising the videos. Cai et al. [18] uses the
variational autoencoder (VAE) [23] to train the web
videos to get summaries of videos. Cai et al. [18]
captured the key shots which has more visual contents
based on the title of image search. s. Potapov et al.
[16] developed a summarization method based on the
categories of videos. Panda et al. [15] takes the
derivative of classification loss to select the key
segments in original videos.

2. Related Works
Video Summarization has allured a lot of
consideration. Identifying and extracting the relevant
information from the trivial content is the most
daunting challenge in video summarization. There has
been lot of researches in the domain of video
summarization till date. These can be broadly
classified into the following categories.
2.1 Unsupervised Video Summarization
K-Means clustering approaches has been prevailed in
the video summarization in early works which utilizes
the low level features and motion cues to leverage the
summary[3]. These methods were able to achieve
good performance although with the highly mobile
camera and varying illumination condition causes
degradation in the performance.
Unsupervised
approaches can further be divided into four different
categories.1) Dictionary based learning[4],[5] takes
the approach of formulating video by optimizing the
loss function. Elhamifar et al. [6] is dictionary based
approach.
Similarly Roy et.
al [7] forms
representative method for summarization.2) Subset
based selection methods selects the representative
frames from the original videos. Elhamifar et al. [8]
exploits this subset selection approach to determine
the similarity between source and actual sets.3)
Reinforcement learning has become one of emerging
approach in the domain of video summarization
which rewards and punish the agent based on action.
It uses discrete sampling of action which gives the
generated summaries. Zhou et al. [9] formulated deep

2.3 Supervised Video Summarization
Recent advancement in deep learning and presence of
abundant human created and annotated summaries
supervised approaches have taken the huge step in
performance. Gygli et al. [19] fomulated the video
summarizing model which leverage the spatial and
temporal information. . Gong et al. [20] as well as
Sharghi et al. [21] developed the Detriminantal Point
Process [22] as the video summarization model that is
a non parametric approach to transfer the strucure
from training videos to testing videos. Zhang et al.
[23] takes advantage of deep network bidirectional
LSTM that estimates importance score of each frames
in video. Zhao et al. [24, 25] made use of fixed length
hierarchical RNN to discover hierarchical structure of
the videos. Video summarization is formed as
sequence to sequence learning by Zhang et al. [26].
Hussain et al. [27] leverage the advantage of both
CNN and Bi-LSTM to compute the multi-view
approach for video summarization. [28] combined the
encoder decoder architecture with attention model.
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Further Fajtl et al. [29] uses self attention model
which is extended version of attention based models.

will be assigned to the interest proposals. For that we
will be calculating temporal Intersection over Union
(tIoU) and compare with the threshold value to assign
the binary labels either positive or negative. If greater
that threshold positive value will be assigned and if
less than threshold negative value will be assigned.

2.4 Anchor-Based Models
The comprehensive progress in the computer vision
specially in the object detection aid in the action
localization tasks. Xu et al. [36] with the help
predefined anchors it predicts the variable length
proposals. Chao et al. [30] developed the model that
is able to generate multi scale anchor segment for
localizing the actions.

3.3 Proposal Classification and Regression
Temporal Features are average pooled and then fed
next module. It bifurcates into two different smaller
module i.e Classification and Regression each of these
contain FC Layers.
Classification gives the
significance score and second output gives the center
and length offset. This module consists of fully
connected layers which is followed by tanh. It is
followed by dropout(0.5) and layer normalization that
divides into two outputs viz classification to predict
importance score and regression to predicts segments.
The Loss Function for training the network is defined
as L and mathematically can be expressed below
equation [31]:

3. Methodology
In this section, our methodology is explained in details
step by step. The complete methodolgy shown in
figure 1 can be divided into four steps:
3.1 Extraction of Spatio-Temporal Features
In case of video sequences long range temporal
information can be captured using CNN in order to
recognize the characteristic frames and gives basic
idea of video content. In addition to that long range
representations are helpful for getting more context
information. For that GoogleNet is used for feature
extraction avoiding last three layers. Given the Video
Sequences V of F Frames we will get the features
vectors v j , j ∈ i, .., F.. In case of videos sequences of
the video frames are as important as the individual
frames because they retains the flow of action in the
video sequences and gives more contextual
information about the event. Thus to capture long
range features Temporal features are extracted using
attention mechanism. Moreover other models like
LSTM, Bi-LSTM , Graph convolution will also be
investigated for their analysis. For the long term
temporal features attention based mechanism will be
used which will give the feature vector as w j . Thus
the final representations of the feature vector will be
obtained as the concatenation of the two feature
vectors as x j = w j + v j .

L(p, p∗ ,t,t ∗ ) =

1
λ
Lcls (pi , p∗ )+
p∗i Lreg × (ti ,ti∗ )
∑
N i
Npos ∑
i
(1)

where the λ is the hyper-parameter that balances the
loss of classification and regression. Npos denotes
proposals with positive labels and N is the total
labelled proposals.Similarly the pi and p∗i are
importance score of predicted and GT respectively for
the ith proposals. Likewise Lcls is representation of
cross entropy loss.
Lreg is the regression loss and it can be defined by the
smooth absolute mean square loss function and
mathematically can be written as:

Lreg (ti ,ti∗ ) =

1 Q
∑ Lismooth (tiq − tiq∗ )
Q q=1

Lismooth (x) = 0.5x2

3.2 Generation of Temporal Action Proposals

if

= |x| − 0.5

Video sequences has mostly the variable length
duration that raise the concern for video
summarizations when the temporal features are not
taken into account that leads to problem of incomplete
segmentation and irrelevant frames getting
importance. In training process binary class labels

|x| < 1
otherwise

(2)

(3)

These are the smooth absolute loss taken to consider
the regression loss. In the equation 3.2 tiq is the qth
loss for the element ti . These losses are generated
by comparing the predicted center offsets and length
offset with that of ground truth offsets.
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Figure 1: System flow diagram

3.4 Selection of the Keyshots

the training dataset. These datasets are labelled using
keyframes and thus they have to be converted to the
frame-level scores and binary keyshot summaries.
The SumMe dataset is created by [19], the benchmark
for evaluating the automatic summary for present and
future approaches used for summarization of videos.
It contains 25 videos with varying length ranging
from one to five minutes.It includes summaries
provided by various users, and the length of video is
limited to 5% to 15%. The TVSum Dataset[17] has
50 videos sequences which are downloaded from
YouTube. It contains videos like changing vehicle
tyre,dog show etc. The ground truth segments are
required for training Purpose.Two other datasets have
been used for the experiments purpose in order to
augment the training datasets. These are OVP[4] and
YouTube[]. OVP contains 50 videos while YouTube
contains 39 videos.
Videos in these datasets are at 30fps thus in order to
handle computational complexities and reduce
temporal redundancy these video sequences are
downsampled to 2fps(Most of the previous works has
been followed). Ground truths are required to train the
model. SumMe and TVSum consists of frame level
importance score which needed to be converted into
shot level score for that we have followed KTS that
segments videos into shots with their importance

Finally after obtaining the importance score for each
of the frames and offsets implementing classification
and regression module refined segments are generated
which is done as testing phase of the network. To
eliminate the overlapping of low confidence segments
Non-Maxima Suppression (NMS) will be performed
which will mitigate the redundancy and the segment
with low quality. Since the importance score are
assigned as the frame level, shots need to be identified
round the frames with high importance score. For the
same Kernel Temporal Segmentation (KTS) algorithm
will be implemented to get key shots which will take
the consideration of both importance score of frames
as well as the temporal features.

4. Implementations
4.1 Datasets
The algorithm has been experimented on the two
standard Datasets i.e SumMe dataset and TVSum
Dataset. TVSum and SumMe are currently the only
datasets suitably labeled for keyshots video
summarization and these data cannot be sufficient
enough to train deep learning models to overcome
this, OVP and YouTube datsets are used to augment
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Datasets

No. of Videos

User Number

Contents

Annotation Type

Duration(avg)

SumMe
TVSum
OVP
YouTube

25
50
50
39

15-18
20
5
5

User generated Videos
Web Videos
Various Genre Videos
Web Videos

Frame-Level Score
Frame-Level Score
KeyFrames
KeyFrames

146s
235s
98s
196s

Table 1: Descriptions of datasets which will be used in this work

4.3 Algorithm

score by equation 4 [31]. Furthermore key shot based
summaries are computed uisng knapsack algorithm.
Similarly OVP and YouTube comprise of the
keyframes so we did similar action to get shot level
scores. It limits the summaries to be within 15% of
the original videos. Table 1 shows the brief summary
of the datasets used in this proposed work.

• Step 1: Visual features are extracted from videos
using GoogleNet trained on Imagenet as v j
• Step 2: Temporal sequence is captured using
self attention mechanism (w j ) and concatenated
with v j to get long range features, x j = w j + v j
• Step 3: Temporal proposals are generated on
each time stamp based on anchor mechanism of
4 anchor scales (4,8,16,32).

li

si =

1
∑ yi,a
li a=1

(4)

• Step 4: Each proposals are classified as positive
and negative samples based on overlapping with
ground truth by calculating Intersection over
Union(IOU) value.

where li is the that particular ith shot and si is the shot
level score for the yth
a frame.
4.2 Experimental Setups

• Step 5: If IOU >0.6 it is positive sample and if
IOU <0.3 it is negative sample and if
0<IOU<0.3 these samples are regarded as
incomplete and unimportant proposals.

There have been three experimental setups done with
the datasets. They are Canonical, Augmented and
Transfer settings. Datasets(TVSum and SumMe) are
divided into 5 random splits. Model is trained using
80% of the data while remaining 20% of the data are
for evaluation in canonical setting. In the Augmented
settings again 5 random splits is taken for cross
validation but in addition for training 80% of the data
is augmented with other three dataset are used. For
Example, to train SumMe in the augmented setting all
samples from TVSum, OVP, and Youtube and 80% of
the SumMe are taken as training sample while
remaining 20% is used as evaluation set. Same goes
for TVSum. While in transfer setup. Model is trained
using three of the datasets and rest of one dataset is
used for testing the modelIn this setting, Model is
trained using three of the datasets and rest of one
dataset is used for testing the model. For Example, If i
take SumMe as evaluataion dataset then other three
viz. TVSum, OVP and Youtube are used as training
set. Similarly when SumMe , OVP, YouTube, are used
as training set, TVSum is used as evaluation set.

• Step 6: Classification module predicts the
importance score and regression predicts the
location offsets for each proposals.
• Step 7: Loss is calculated compared with ground
truth using equation 1 during training of the
model and minimizing loss.
4.4 Evaluation Metrics
For the evaluation of the result obtained from the
experiments on the datasets, F- Measure will be used
as the quantitative metrics. To asses the similarity
between the machine summary and user summaries
we use the harmonic mean of precision and recall
expressed as the F-score in percentages. The F
Measure is calculated by the following equations:
F − Measure =
344
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Where Pi is the Precision and calculated by:
Pi =

length(gsi ∩ gti ))
length(gsi )

(6)

LSTM

BiLSTM

Attention

TVSum
SumMe

60.01
51.21

58.90
52.56

64.36
57.29

Table 3: F-Score comparisons on TVSum and

SumMe for different Temporal Models

Similarly Ri is recall and it is calculated by:
Ri =

Datasets

length(gsi ∩ gti ))
length(gti )

(7)
Temporal Features have been extracted using self
attention for the model while it has also been
investigated with other temporal models like LSTM
and BiLSTM to find out the effectiveness of the
attention mechanism over others. Table 3 shows the
F-Score of the each models based on the dataset while
Figure 3 and 4 show the graphical representations of
F-score on each split of TVSumm and SumMe dataset
respectively. It signifies that attention mechanism is
working better for TVSumm Dataset while for
SumMe dataset all models have similar performance.

gsi is the generated summaries for ith summary and gti
is the annotated summary.

Figure 2: True Positive, False Positive and False

Negative representation on per frame basis between
ground truth and generated summary by the model

5. Results
Architecture used for visual features is GoogleNet
from which 1024 dimensional features were extracted.
Furthermore self attention mechanism helps to capture
the temporal features which makes use of 8 heads.
Dropout of 0.5 has been used with tanh as activation
function for the fully connected layers.Drop out 0.5
is better for learning with lesser data like video data.
Hyper parameter λ was set to 1 while threshold for the
NMS is set to 0.5 as default. Model was trained for
about 300 epochs with Adam optimizer and learning
rate is defined as 5 ∗ 10−5 .
From the Table 2 it can be inferred that model performs
well on Augmented Setting on TVsumm dataset while
on SumMe dataset model performs well on canonical
set up as compared with other set up. This can also
be validated by looking at loss curve which shows that
loss is minimum for the TVSum dataset in Augmented
Setup.
Datasets

Canonical

Augmented

Transfer

TVSum
SumMe

64.36
57.29

64.87
56.59

59.54
47.90

Figure 3: Comparison of Performance of

LSTM,BiLSTM and Attention models on TVSumm
Dataset

Figure 4: Comparison of Performance of

LSTM,BiLSTM and Attention models on SumMe
Dataset

Table 2: F-Score comparisons on TVSum and

SumMe for different Settings
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video

Datasets

dppLSTM DR-DSN
[23]
[9]

Proposed
Method

Results obtained from this work has been compared
with other methods of the video summarization which
has utilized deep learning methods and tested on the
SumMe and TVSum dataset. It has been compared
with those methods which has similar methodolgies
and used deep learning approaches to get summarised
results. Some of the methods are vsLSTM [23],
dppLSTM [23], DR-DSN [9], SUM-GAN [10],
VASNET [29], AVS [28]. Table 5.3 signifies that
there is significant improvement in this works
compared to other methods.

SumMe
TVSum

0.591
0.463

0.6549
0.4748

5.1 Comparison
with
other
summarization methods

Methods

SumMe

TVSumm

Random Selection [17]
Uniform Sampling [17]
Clustering
vsLSTM [23]
dppLSTM [23]
SUM-GAN [10]
DR-DSN [9]
AVS [28]
VASNET [29]
Human [17]
Proposed Method

15
17.5
37.6
38.6
41.7
42.1
43.9
49.71
64.2
57.29

32
36
39
54.2
54.7
56.3
58.1
59.4
61.42
63.7
64.36

0.594
0.464

Table 5: Diversity Score comparison

6. Parameter Analysis and Ablation
Study
6.1 Influence of the
layer(temporal)

average

pooling

In this model average pooling layer has been
implemented in order to handle the variable length of
the proposals. This layer has significant influence in
the classification and regression module so in order to
investigate the importance of this layer. Table 6 shows
the F-Score variation because of the pooling layer
presence and absence on two different datasets. It can
be inferred from the table that with pooling layer
performance of the model is better as compared that
of without pooling layers.
6.2 Analysis of NMS Threshold
NMS thresholds has been used for the removal of
redundant and low quality proposals from the output
of classification and regression section which signifies
that it directly affects the performance. High qualities
proposals can be refined when higher threshold is
chosen retaining low qualities proposals. Thus it is
necessary to analyze the influence of the NMS
threshold value in the model. Figure 5 and Figure 6
show the value of F-Score corresponding of the
different NMS threshold values on SumMe and
TVSum datasets respectively. It can be observed that
as threshold increases corresponding f-score increases
and after nms 0.5 value it starts decreasing this shows
that changes in the value of threshold directly
influence the value of F-score thus menthod
performance. The default NMS threshold chosen is
0.5.

Table 4: F-Score comparison of other methods and

this work

5.2 Diversity in the generated summaries
One of features of good summaries is that it should
include diverse content which can be measured
diversity score measurement.The degree of diversity
of a generated summary is evaluated by measuring the
dissimilarity among the selected frames in the feature
space [9]. The diversity score is used to evaluate the
diversity in the summaries generated by this algorithm
on SumMe and TVSum dataset. Table 5 shows
comparison of the diversity score of dppLSTM and
DR-DSN. It can be observed that the summaries
generated by this method has sufficiently able to get
much diverse summaries as compared with those
methods which have also calculated diversity score
among the feature space.

6.3 Significance of Temporal Sequence and
continuity
In order to get video summary temporal sequence and
the continuity is major concern. Thus to investigate
the significance of the temporal continuity some
experiments were performed. To esnure the continuity
346
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Pooling Layer
×
X

Canonical
51.4
57.2

SumMe
Augmented
52.3
56.59

Transfer
44.9
47.90

Canonical
61.2
64.36

TVSum
Augmented
61.9
64.87

Transfer
56.7
59.54

Table 6: Effect of with and without average pooling layer by showing F-Score(%) comparison on TVSumm and

SumMe Datasets
datasets.
Methods
Reference
λ =0
λ =1

Relevant Refined SumMe
Proposal Proposal
×
×
48.8
X
×
47.4
X
X
57.29

TVSumm
59.6
60.7
64.36

Table 7: F-Score comparison in terms of temporal

continuity and refined proposals
Figure 5: NMS Threshold analysis on SumMe
dataset (Default is set at 0.5)

Runtime

SumMe

TVSumm

Average Frames(number)
Average time(ms)

293
17.25

470
31.18

Table 8: Runtime Analysis(average)

6.4 Runtime Analysis
The inference time has been calculated of the model
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. To
calculate the inference time runtime is calculated after
the extraction of features in GoogleNet. Table 8
shows the inference time averaged on SumMe and
TVSum datasets. It is computed per video basis on the
average of 15 frames per second. The runtime has
been expressed in the ms and frames is in number.

Figure 6: NMS Threshold analysis on TVSum
dataset (Default is set at 0.5)

in summary relevant proposals are being selected
which are refined by using the regression module. The
result has to be compared with the reference values.
The reference values are calculated by without
generating proposals and importance scores are
directly predicted using self attention mechanism.
Table 7 shows the results obtained from the
experiment done using self attention.λ = 0 shows
parameter λ is zero in the loss function in equation 1
and proposals are only generated but not refined using
regression. It can be observed that the result has been
degraded in such case as compared when refining of
the proposals are performed. With Refining of
proposals the permanence is superior in both the

7. Qualitative Results
For the intuitive interpretation of the result we have
done some qualitative analysis which shows the
effectiveness of the framework. Figure 7 show the
comparison of the frames or segments using different
methods and ground truth of playing ball video from
SumMe dataset. It shows that our method has
successfully selected the segments similar to that of
the ground truth meanwhile other methods like
VASNet[29] and dppLSTM[23] have also selected
those frames which are less relevant to the summaries.
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Figure 7: Comparison of frames/segments selected using different methods and ground truth of Playing ball

video from SumMe dataset

8. Conclusion and Future
Enhancements

Moreover figure 8 reveals the selected frames from
the video of plane landing of TVSum dataset which
shows that most of the representative frames are being
selected from which we can describe the content of
the videos.It can be observed that the segments
selected for summaries of the video are more
consistent to the original video ground truth which
clarifies the efficiency of the method.

In this paper we have proposed a method for
summarizing video which takes advantage of the
anchor based mechanism to generate interest
proposals of varying length to show the most
representative content of the video. In the contrast of
the other supervised methods this proposed predicts
the important segments from the video assigning the
importance score as well as the regress through the
segment simultaneously. It deals with the varying
length of the segments with the help of varying length
348
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Figure 8: Some of the selected frames of the Landing plane video of TVSum dataset

proposals generated that handles the incomplete and
incorrect segments. The result shows the effectiveness
of the proposed work. Although the video has been
summarised using visual features audio has not been
included because of lack of sufficient labelled dataset.
There are lots of research going in the domain of
video summarization to get summaries which can
represent original video more appropriately. This
work can also be further researched to include the
audio as well for training and evaluation.
Development of sufficient labelled datasets are needed
to make the model more efficient.
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